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1. INTRODUCTION:  
 

Rural General Credit (KUPEDES) is one of the micro financing products from PT. Bank Rakyat Indonesia. To 

guarantee credit, this product is designed to be able to use collateral that does not have to be certified, one of which 

is a Certificate of Compensation (SKGR). SKGR, which in principle is the basis for the right to acquire land, should 

not be used as collateral in a debt agreement. SKGR should not be used as collateral in a debt agreement because 

SKGR is not land that has been registered and has a certificate from the National Land Agency, so that SKGR that 

is used as collateral does not place creditors in a safe position. SKGR is a certificate that is often found in Riau 

Province. 

Based on this, the presence of SKGR which is used as collateral for the KUPEDES credit has become 

commonplace. This is of course a latent danger for the Bank itself as a creditor who provides loans because if later 

found a debtor who fails to pay or is in default, the Bank will have difficulty in confiscation of the collateral due to 

the absence of a right to land in the form of a certificate of land rights which is used as collateral. in this credit 

product. 

 

2. THEORITICAL FRAMEWORK: 

 

a. Legal Certainty Theory  

According to Sudikno Mertokusumo, legal certainty is a guarantee that the law is carried out, that those entitled 

by law can obtain their rights and that decisions can be implemented.[1] 

b. Authority Theory 

According to Salim HS and Erlies Nurbani, the theory of authority is a theory that examines and analyzes the 

power of government organs to exercise their authority both in the field of public law and private law.[2] 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW: 
 

A credit agreement is an agreement made jointly between a creditor and a debtor for a number of credits, in 

which the creditor is obliged to provide money or credit to the debtor, and the debtor is obliged to pay principal and 

interest, as well as other costs in accordance with the agreed period between the two.[3] 

Mariam Darus Badrulzaman as quoted by Rachmadi Usman formulates the notion of a guarantee as a dependent 

given by a debtor and/or a third party to a creditor to guarantee his obligations in an engagement.[4] 

Financial institutions that play a role in the economic development of a country, including in Indonesia, consist 

of 2 (two) types, namely Bank Financial Institutions and Non-Bank Financial Institutions. Both types of financial 

institutions play a role in accordance with their respective functions. Basically, Bank Financial Institutions are the 

main Financial Institutions in providing facilities to customers. 

 

4. METHOD:  

The method used in this study is an empirical juridical approach, namely an approach based on field research 

methods, namely examining applicable legal provisions and what is happening in people's lives.[5] 

 

5. DISCUSSION: 
 

  The position of the Certificate of Compensation (SKGR) on the results of the transfer of rights by buying and 

selling between residents if it is guaranteed to the Bank cannot be used as Mortgage if it has not been certified. In 

Law Number 5 of 1960 concerning Basic Regulations of Agrarian Principles designated as land rights which can be 

used as collateral for debts with encumbered mortgage rights are property rights, cultivation rights and building 

rights, as mandatory land rights. registered and by their nature can be transferred. However, there are some banks 

that still accept debtors with land certificates of compensation as collateral for granting credit. One of the banks that 

received the guarantee, namely PT. Bank Rakyat Indonesia (Persero) Tbk Ukui Unit Pelalawan Regency in terms 

of granting Rural General Loans (KUPEDES). 

 

6. ANALYSIS:  
 

A. The position of the Certificate of Compensation (SKGR) as Collateral in the Provision of Rural General 

Credit (KUPEDES) at PT. Bank Rakyat Indonesia (Persero) Tbk Ukui Unit Pelalawan Regency 
 

There is no special position given by Article 1131 of the Civil Code to creditors, so there is no guarantee 

for the full repayment of their receivables if it turns out that there are also other creditors who demand that their 

receivables be repaid as well. Then, other losses in guaranteeing Land Rights that are not tied to Mortgage 

Rights are executions carried out through civil lawsuits, which tend to take a long time, energy, thought, and 

costs that are not small because the defeated party at the District Court level can file an appeal or cassation even 

has the opportunity to request a reconsideration.[6] 

 

B. Settlement of Troubled Loans by Using a Certificate of Compensation (SKGR) as Collateral in the 

Provision of Rural General Loans (KUPEDES) at PT. Bank Rakyat Indonesia (Persero) Tbk Ukui Unit 

Pelalawan Regency 

 

The execution of land guarantees that are not bound by Mortgage Rights is by way of rieele executie,[7], 

namely filing a civil lawsuit to state that the defendant is in default. If the debtor is proven to have defaulted 

based on a Court Decision, after that the creditor can execute the SKGR which is used as collateral by the debtor. 

According to the author, before the SKGR is declared legally owned by the creditor with a Court Decision, it is 

better to do an inspection first at the Village or District Office that issued the SKGR, to ensure that on the SKGR 

land that is used as collateral by the debtor there is no other SKGR. This needs to be done to protect creditors 

from claims of land tenure from other parties who also have SKGR on the land that is used as collateral. 

 

7. CONCLUSION: 
 

 From the discussion as explained earlier, several conclusions can be drawn, including: 
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1) The position of the Certificate of Compensation (SKGR) as Collateral in the Provision of Rural General Credit 

(KUPEDES) at PT. Bank Rakyat Indonesia (Persero) Tbk Ukui Unit Pelalawan Regency. 

2) Settlement of Non-performing Loans by using a Certificate of Compensation (SKGR) as Collateral in the 

granting of Rural General Credit (KUPEDES) at PT. Bank Rakyat Indonesia (Persero) Tbk Ukui Unit Pelalawan 

Regency, namely with SKGR guarantees that are not tied to Mortgage Rights, placing creditors in an unsafe 

position, namely not having the right to be preceded as creditors holding Mortgage Rights and difficult execution 

in the event the debtor defaults. 
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